Electricity Requirements

These are the requirements for your grade. The following activities must be completed and be accurate in order to achieve the grade. Please check them off as you have completed them. Your proof of completion should be attached to this document when you turn these in. This will require lots of TIME MANAGEMENT! This is your cover page. Although you may collaborate, the work you do (especially the paragraphs) need to be your own work.

Due date

C Requirements (Practical)
___ completed tutorial

B Requirements (3 % points each)

_____ Completed Directed Reading Section 1
_____ Completed Directed Reading Section 3
_____ Critical Thinking Worksheet

A Requirements (10% points each)
JS Paragraph, diagram, and practical completion (building it!) on one of the following topics:
___ electromagnet (can only earn 5% points)
___ three way circuit on a switch
___ electromagnetic motor